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Pan-Canadian Trust Framework Model
Draft Recommendation V1.0
This Draft Recommendation has been developed by the Digital ID & Authentication Council of
Canada (DIACC) Trust Framework Expert Committee (TFEC). The TFEC operates under the
controlling policies of the DIACC. Comments submitted by the public are subject to the DIACC
Contributor Agreement.
DIACC expects to modify and improve this Draft Recommendation based upon public
comments. The purpose of the open commentary is to ensure transparency in development and
diversity of truly Pan-Canadian input. Comments made during the review will be considered for
incorporation to the next draft. DIACC will prepare a disposition of comments to provide
transparency with regard to how each comment was handled.
Forthcoming PCTF releases will expand, clarify, and refine the content of this document. The
intended target audience is inclusive of decision makers who may or may not be domain
technology experts.
When reviewing this draft recommendation, please consider the following:
1. Do you agree with "Digital Representation" to refer to the information of concern? Agree
or suggest a new term.
2. Does the document strike an appropriate balance between being forward-looking and
considering the current status quo?
3. Does the document contain a sufficient level fo detail for a broad overview, bearing in
mind PCTF components and profiles will address many details considered out of scope
for this document?
4. Do the trusted processes and associated descriptions cover all of the major processes
with which the PCTF should be concerned?
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1. Introduction

53
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As service delivery becomes increasingly digital, individuals, governments, and businesses
realize a need to trust information about those with whom they interact; that the person at the
other end of a connection is who he or she purports to be, or that information about that person
is correct. Service providers and their clients also need to know that this information is protected
as it travels across networks and organizational boundaries, and as it is captured in legal
documents as evidence of a transaction. This is particularly true in high-value or high-sensitivity
transactions that are currently difficult to conduct digitally. Such transactions include certain
financial transactions, purchasing real estate, submitting a response to a request for proposals,
accessing health records, purchasing controlled goods online, or managing government benefits
on behalf of an elderly parent.
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73

In response, governments and industries around the world are developing frameworks to
promote trusted environments online. Such frameworks typically consist of a set of auditable
business and technical requirements for processes. Legal requirements may also be referenced
in the framework. Commonly known as trust frameworks, these frameworks enable secure and
private interactions between parties and across various networks and organizations. Many
existing financial, supply chain management, and digital identity networks are based on some
form of trust framework. Trust frameworks are a more scalable, more transparent, and arguably
more economical approach to creating a trusted environment than a diverse assortment of
private agreements between few organizations. They have the added benefit of providing
enhancements and catalysts that can accelerate the pace of and increase the adoption rate of
shared systems when compared to other approaches.

74
75
76

The Pan-Canadian Trust Framework (PCTF) is a trust framework for trusted digital
representations (i.e., identities, attributes, relationships) of people and other types of entities in
Canada.

77
78
79
80

Since the PCTF is intended for use by a range of stakeholders in different communities, any
stakeholder can adopt the requirements of the PCTF. In so doing, that stakeholder
demonstrates a willingness to adhere to accepted conventions, which results in increased levels
of trust and assurance among the stakeholder’s clients, business partners, etc.

81
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82
83

The purpose of this document is to provide a high-level model overview of the PCTF. It includes
a recap of contextual information and PCTF goals and objectives.

84
85
86
87

This document also outlines functional areas that are the primary focus of the PCTF. The outline
(provided in Section 5) provides a general sense of the digital representations with which the
PCTF is concerned and the various processes involved in creating, managing, and using these
digital objects.

88
89

Individual PCTF components and profiles provide detailed descriptions of the processes
highlighted in this document.

90

The audience for this document includes:

91
92
93
94
95
96
97

•
•

•

members of the digital identity community from the private and public sectors (including
regulatory and standards bodies) – as key stakeholders and contributors to the PCTF;
digital identity technology and service providers – to understand where they fit in the
PCTF, to help define requirements for their products and services and to assess the
integrity of their processes; and
service providers, and service consumers – to assess the value of employing trusted
digital identity solutions and processes when interacting online.

98

2. About the PCTF

99

2.1 Context

100
101
102
103
104
105

Technology and services that allow people to interact with governments, businesses, and each
other with digital convenience and efficiency offer considerable potential for social and
economic innovation and development. The ability to trust information about participants in
these interactions is an essential pre-requisite to realizing this potential. The PCTF supports this
aspect of digital services as a trust framework providing consistent and auditable processes for
the creation, management, and use of digital representations of people and other entities.

106
107
108
109
110
111

However, to be successful, the use of digital representations must scale beyond a limited
number of relationships. It must scale beyond limited one-off integrations. With clients,
customers, and users a prime focus for most stakeholders, digital representations of these
entities must be accepted between service providers, economic sectors, levels of government,
and jurisdictions. In practice, this means individuals and other participants must be able to use
and manage information about themselves in multiple contexts across the economy.

112
113
114
115

A high degree of interoperability requires mutual trust. Service providers need to know who they
interact with digitally. Service consumers, individuals or otherwise, need to trust the identity of
the services with which they interact. Without interoperability and trust, Canada risks continued
existence of organizational, policy, and technical barriers that have:

116
117
118
119

•
•

contributed to an excess of verification procedures, registrations, accounts, passwords,
usernames, user profiles, and the systems needed to administer them all; and
hampered modernization efforts that foster innovation and improve service experience,
efficiency, and effectiveness.
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120
121
122
123

Moreover, Canadians expect their digital identity ecosystem to operate with transparency,
ensuring fairness for all and promoting privacy rights by design. They expect clear and
meaningful notice about why and how information about themselves is collected, managed, and
disclosed.

124
125

2.2 Goal

126
127
128
129
130
131

The goal of the PCTF is to enable and support the establishment of an innovative, secure, and
privacy-enhancing Canadian digital identity ecosystem—which also respects fundamental
human rights in the digital era—across the economy. In this respect, the PCTF seeks to
facilitate the migration of traditional or complex face-to-face interactions to digital interactions
that put people at the centre of the digital identity ecosystem while recognizing analogue
business processes will continue to exist for some time.

132
133
134

To support development of a Canadian digital identity ecosystem, the PCTF adopts a panCanadian approach to digital identity, founded on broad-based agreement on principles and
standards to develop solutions for use by all Canadians.

135

The PCTF supports development of a Canadian identity ecosystem by:

136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145

•

•
•
•
•

ensuring the Canadian digital identity ecosystem is trustworthy – by putting control in the
hands of consumers while encouraging a fair, innovative, and competitive environment
for participants;
focussing on transparency and privacy regarding usage and disclosure of personal
information;
supporting inclusion of participants offering a broad range of services;
identifying applicable existing policy and technology standards that for the ecosystem;
and
maintaining a forward-looking perspective and revealing future areas for collaboration,
development, and standardization.

146

2.3 Objectives

147
148
149
150

The PCTF recognizes that while there are dependencies and differences between jurisdictions,
industries, and individual participants, a uniform approach to ecosystem development can be
achieved by consistently implementing broadly accepted standards. Accordingly, objectives of
the PCTF focus on ensuring the trustworthiness of the Canadian digital identity ecosystem by:

151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158

1. Defining participant roles and functions within the ecosystem. This document describes
these roles, functions and associated processes in broad terms as a model for the
PCTF. PCTF components and profiles provide more detailed requirements and
guidelines as required.
2. Facilitating interactions within the ecosystem by defining requirements and guidelines
that establish a level of trustworthiness for processes performed by ecosystem
participants. PCTF components provide detailed descriptions and technical
specifications of these requirements.
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159

2.4 Scope

160
161
162
163

Success of the Canadian digital identity ecosystem will be dependent on users; users must trust
the system and at all times be in control of it. The PCTF establishes a trust framework within
which innovative solutions can be developed, measured and recognized. It defines conformance
criteria necessary for digital identity ecosystem participants to interact with assurance.

164
165
166

As with other trust frameworks, the PCTF does not define a system or product per se. Similarly,
the PCTF does not address commercial aspects of the ecosystem, such as commercial models,
pricing, liability, intellectual property rights, and insurance.

167

2.5 Guiding Principles

168
169

The PCTF achieves its goals and objectives in part through standards and guidelines that reflect
the following guiding principles:

170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201

1. Support robust, secure, scalable solutions – Canada’s digital identity ecosystem
must be sufficiently robust to ensure security, availability, and accessibility at all times.
2. Implement, protect, and enhance privacy by design – Privacy enhancing tools
enable an individual to manage their information and what specified purpose(s) it is used
for. These tools may include support for a user’s “right to be forgotten” (when
appropriate in the legislative context of the trust framework participant).
3. Be inclusive, open, and meet broad stakeholder needs – Digital identity ecosystem
services and tools must be affordable, standardized, and create value for users in the
interest of broad adoption and benefit to all Canadians.
4. Be transparent in governance and operation – Canadians need to trust that services
offered in the Canadian digital identity ecosystem will respect and meet their needs and
expectations.
5. Provide Canadians choice, control, and convenience – Services are based on the
principle that individuals can choose what information to share, what services to use and
from which countries, and are informed about the potential benefits and consequences
of digital identities.
6. Build on open standards-based protocols – Use of open standards and applicable
best practices for Canada’s digital identity ecosystem helps protect against
obsolescence, ensure interoperability, and foster a dynamic and competitive solutions
marketplace.
7. Maintain international interoperability – Interoperability and global technology and
policy standardizations are foundational to todays connected world. Much like
standardized railway gauges enable travel and the movement of goods across countries,
technology and policy interoperability and standardization allows digital services to
communicate and lower costs while increasing innovation opportunities.
8. Be cost effective and open to competitive forces – It is essential that the digital
identity ecosystem respects the budgetary constraints of the present and the future.
Ensuring the ecosystem is open to competition, representing multiple economic sectors,
each playing different roles, will lead to decreased costs for all stakeholders and
increased innovation.
9. Support independent assessment, audit, and enforcement – For Canadians to trust
a digital identity ecosystem, governing controls must be put in place. On-going,
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202
203
204
205
206
207

functionally independent, and third-party assessments provide one way to ensure that
ecosystem stakeholders adhere to the trust framework requirements.
10. Minimize data transfer between sources and avoid creation of new identity
information repositories – Users of digital identity ecosystem services should be asked
to provide only the minimum amount of personal information needed in a given
interaction.

208

3. Structure of the PCTF

209
210

The PCTF consists of the Model Overview (described in this document) and the following
elements:

211
212
213
214

1.
2.
3.
4.

PCTF components
Conformance criteria
Trusted processes
PCTF profiles

215

Each of these items is described in this section.

216

3.1 PCTF Components

217
218
219

PCTF components define the trusted processes and conformance criteria for specific areas
within the scope of the PCTF. The components refine, expand on, and provide additional detail
not presented in this model overview.

220
221
222
223
224
225

The Notice and Consent component of the PCTF, for example, defines a set of processes used
to formulate a statement and obtain a consent decision on that statement from a person
authorized to do so. The requirements in the Privacy component of the PCTF ensure that
systems follow privacy-respecting practices, ensuring personal information is properly collected,
protected, maintained and, when requested, destroyed when part of the digital identity
ecosystem.

226
227

The focus of the PCTF components is to specify common baseline of conformance criteria,
trusted processes. Participants can extend and refine the baseline through PCTF profiles.

228

3.2 Conformance Criteria

229
230
231
232
233

Conformance criteria are applied as a standard or use existing standards and/or guidelines for
the delivery of trusted processes in the public and private sectors. Conformance criteria are the
requirements, specifications, recommendations, and guidelines, that comprise a standard for
specific processes. Participants can use these criteria to inform design and development of their
products and services.

234
235
236

The PCTF conformance criteria are intended to complement existing legislation and
regulation; participants in the digital identity ecosystem are expected meet the applicable
legislated requirements and regulations in their jurisdictions.
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237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246

In keeping with the guiding principles for building on open standards and maintaining national
and international interoperability, the PCTF accepts that:
•

•

Existing standards and specifications may be incorporated into the PCTF conformance
criteria by reference. This ensures broad compatibility and reduces duplication and
overlap of content and technical specifications.
Where existing standards are incorporated into the PCTF, primary consideration is given
to a Canadian implementation. This may require that international standards be
interpreted and applied in a Canadian context (e.g., with respect to Canadian privacy law
or data sovereignty considerations). Existing standards may be incorporated into the
baseline PCTF components or PCTF profiles.

247
248

PCTF conformance criteria are developed with the objective of ensuring compliance with the
various criteria can be assessed to determine the trustworthiness of a given process.

249

3.3 Trusted Processes

250
251
252
253
254

A process is a business or technical activity (or set of such activities) that transforms an input
condition to an output condition. A business or technical process that is designated as a trusted
process is assessed according to conformance criteria defined in PCTF components and
profiles. Figure 1 illustrates the trusted process model wherein a trusted process transforms an
object’s input state into an output state.

255
256

Figure 1. Trusted Process Model

257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264

Trusted processes are crucial to ensuring the overall integrity of the digital identity ecosystem,
and to the overall integrity of the Trust Framework. The integrity of a trusted process is
paramount because the output of a trusted process is relied upon by many participants – across
jurisdictional and sectoral boundaries, and, over the short-term and long-term. The PCTF
ensures integrity of a trusted process through agreed upon and well-defined conformance
criteria that enable a transparent and evidence-based assessment methodology. This explicit
assessment is in contrast to many existing analogue processes that are trusted only to the
extent that they enjoy wide adoption over a long timeframe.

265
266
267
268

An existing business or technical process may be designated as a trusted process that is
subject to the conformance criteria, assessment process, and certification defined by the PCTF.
For example, existing programs or services usually have embedded identity-related processes,
sometimes referred to as identity-proofing or identity registration. Processes that were originally
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269
270
271
272
273

developed to work within a particular context (e.g., enrolling a person into a service, issuing a
driver’s license) may be leveraged and relied on as trusted processes within the PCTF. This is
done by mapping the existing processes (or sub-processes) into the trusted process definitions.
Once mapped, these processes can be assessed and certified using the defined conformance
criteria associated with the corresponding trusted processes.

274

3.4 PCTF Profiles

275
276
277
278

The scope of the PCTF is very broad, seeking to provide a baseline standard across the
Canadian economy in both public and private sector contexts. PCTF profiles allow industries,
economic sectors, and other communities with shared interests to define how the PCTF will
apply in specific contexts, use cases or to meet particular business needs.

279
280

PCTF profiles allow participants to tailor baseline conformance criteria to specific requirements
or applications. This could include, but is not limited to:

281
282
283
284
285
286

•
•
•
•
•

requiring mandatory compliance with all conformance criteria;
defining levels of assurance;
defining acceptable evidentiary sources;
specifying acceptable technologies; or
extending certain conformance criteria (e.g., requiring additional audit and logging
processes).

287

4. Key Concepts

288
289
290

The PCTF is based on a small number of key concepts. Foremost is the idea that trust is
created and can be assessed at multiple points in a chain of processes that create and use
digital representations of people and other entities.

291

The key concepts can be summarized as:

292
293
294
295
296
297
298

•
•
•
•

Participants in the digital identity ecosystem create, use and/or manage digital
representations;
When processing digital representations, participants assume one or more roles in the
ecosystem;
Each role performs a number of functions that are made up of one or more
trusted processes; and
Compliance with specified conformance criteria that define trusted processes.

299

The following sections provide a description these concepts in the PCTF context.

300

4.1 Digital Representations

301
302
303

A digital representation is an electronic dataset that refers to any type of entity that can be
subject to legislation, policy, or regulations within a context, and which may have certain rights,
duties, and obligations. Digital representations are intended to be mapped to model real-world
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304
305

actors, such as persons and organizations that benefit from the implementation or use of the
PCTF.

306
307

Digital representations can be created and managed for entities other than people. Digital
representations can be created and managed for:

308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318

1. Persons – An individual, human being. Examples of persons include residents of a
jurisdiction (country, province, etc.), the customers of a business, and private individuals.
2. Organizations – An entity whose existence is established by legal statute or convention.
Examples of organizations include businesses (including sole proprietorships,
partnerships, and corporations), government agencies, co-operatives, and registered
charities.
3. Machines – Software and hardware (potentially acting as intelligent agents). Typically,
machines that act on behalf of a person or an organization are not autonomous identities
in their own right. As the PCTF evolves, future technology that results in the creation of
machines that exhibit some level of autonomy may result in conformance criteria and
trusted processes specific to these types of entities.

319
320
321

Development of conformance criteria and trusted processes most closely related to “persons” is
the priority for PCTF components. Those related to “machines” are lower priority in PCTF
development.

322

4.2 Participant Roles

323
324
325
326

Digital representations go through a lifecycle that begins with creation, proceeds to active use
(during which the data may change, be added or removed, etc.), and then to archival and, in
some cases, destruction. Trust is created during the execution of key processes throughout this
lifecycle. The PCTF defines standards and guidelines for these processes.

327

The key processes of a digital identity ecosystem fall into three broad functions:

328
329
330
331
332
333
334

1. Create and manage digital representations
2. Use digital representations
3. Enable digital identity systems
Ecosystem participants perform these functions. Participants are individual persons public,
commercial, or non-profit organizations, and (increasingly), machines. In the PCTF model,
participants that perform key processes in the lifecycle of digital representations assume one or
more roles that are defined as follows in the PCTF context.

334-a

Function

Role

Description

334-b

Create and manage
digital representations

Identity providers

Participants that create and manage
identities. Sometimes referred to as identity
service providers or identity issuers. In some
cases, the subject is the creator and
manager of its own identity.
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334-c

Credential providers

Participants that create and manage
credentials. Sometimes referred to as
attribute providers.

334-d

Authenticator
providers

Participants that create and manage
authenticators. Sometimes referred to as
credential service providers. These are not
the same as PCTF Credential Providers. See
section 5.1.2 for details.

Relying parties

Participants who rely on digital
representations created and managed by
other participants.

334-e

Use
digital representations

334-f

Digital representation The entity that the digital representation is
subjects
representing. Typically, the entity to whom
the digital representation is issued.
In many use cases, the subject of a digital
representation will assume explicit functions
and/or responsibilities. There may also be
implicit functions performed by the subject in
the context of the digital identity ecosystem.
For example, functions associated with a
“motivation to recover” a digital
representation when problems or suspicious
events are detected.

334-g

Enable digital identity
systems

334-h

Infrastructure
providers

Participants that provide the physical and
electronic infrastructure needed to enable
digital interactions.

Assessors

Participants that assess another participant’s
compliance with the PCTF.

335
336
337

Given the variety of technical, service, and business models that define the ecosystem, roles
may be performed by multiple different participants in a given context, or one participant may
perform several roles (e.g., be a relying party as well as a credential provider).

338
339
340
341

There is also the potential for the PCTF to lower barriers-to-entry to the identity ecosystem;
meaning that some organizations can reuse technology put in place by the PCTF participants,
yet, not fully integrate to the PCTF for their own reasons (e.g., being cost or delays of
conformance assessment, which could present a burden on start-up companies).

342

Governance Roles

343
344
345
346
347

As a trust framework intended for broad adoption, the PCTF defines governance roles for
certain ecosystem stakeholders. Participants acting in these roles are responsible for drafting,
maintaining, and helping ensure consistent adoption of the various components of the
PCTF. Governance roles may also be extended to include governance of the use and
application of the PCTF in the digital ecosystem.
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348

5. Functional Outline

349
350

This section outlines the identity-related functions and processes that are in scope for the
PCTF.

351

5.1 Creating and Managing Digital Representations

352
353
354
355
356

Functions in this category involve proving or checking the identity or characteristics of a real
entity (e.g., a person) and creating a digital representation for that entity. Once a
digital representation is created, it is managed through processes that allow for the data to be
updated, deleted, and re-verified as required – with the goal of ensuring that representation
remains current and accurate.

357

Currently, the PCTF defines three types of digital representation:

358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370

1. Identity – Information that makes it possible to identify a unique entity (e.g., personal
information), either on its own or with supporting related information. Examples for
persons include names, dates of birth, birth registrations (in the future), or
biometrics. Examples for machines could include the serial number, a trusted digital
certificate, or network MAC address.
2. Credential – Information describing attributes or properties of an entity. This information
may exist on its own (e.g., as a credential that contains no personal information, only a
unique string identifier) or be related to personal information. Examples include
education levels (e.g., a university degree in engineering), permission to operate a
vehicle (e.g., a driver’s license), income level, or status as an employee at a given firm.
3. Authenticator – Data issued to an entity that provides access to restricted or protected
systems. Examples of common authenticators are username/password combinations
and access tokens that generate limited use codes.

371
372

As the PCTF evolves these representations may extend to include entity types such as assets
and contracts (i.e., digital assets and smart contracts).

373

5.1.1 Identities

374
375
376
377

Identities represent distinct entities within the ecosystem; parties wishing to interact with each
other. Identities consist primarily of information that uniquely identifies an entity in a given
context (e.g., a registered legal name and identifier for a business). For persons, identities
demonstrate that the individual is who she/he purports to be.

378
379

Within the PCTF, identity providers are responsible for creating and managing digital identities
over which they have scope. They perform functions that consist of processes to ensure that:

380
381
382
383

•
•
•

an entity is known to be real and identifiable, not a fraudulent creation; and
an entity is unique within a population (e.g., citizens, customers, corporations) so that
multiple digital identities cannot be fraudulently created and used;
the digital identity represents the entity to which it was issued.
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384
385
386

These functions provide a foundation on which digital representations can be created; they
enable the creation of a “record” or “account” for the entity. Other participants can create
credentials and authenticators linked to this record.

387

Types of Identities

388

The PCTF defines two types of information to establish a digital identity:

388-a

Type

Description

Issued To

388-b

Foundational

Establishes the
existence and digital
representation of
real, legally
recognized entities.

Persons,
Certain public
Organizations sector agencies
with a mandate to
create and manage
legally accepted
identities (e.g.,
registrars,
citizenship and
immigration
agencies).

388-c

Contextual

Establishes identity
and digital
representations of
entities in specific
contexts or use
cases.

Persons,
Public and private
Digital corporate
Organizations or non-profit identity ID, digital ID
, Machines
providers.
from a
professional
body.

This type includes
IDs that are selfissued or assigned.

Issued By

Examples
A data set that
attests the
subject's identity,
such as the
digital equivalent
of a birth
certificate or
articles of
incorporation.

Social media
identity, selfissued identity.
In the case of
machines, these
could be digital
identifiers
assigned by
manufacturers or
intelligent agents

389
389-a

Processes Typically Performed by Identity Providers
Process

Description

Identity
resolution

The establishment of the uniqueness of a subject within a program/service
population through the use of identity information. A program or service
defines its identity resolution requirements in terms of identity attributes; that
is, it specifies the set of identity attributes that is required to achieve identity
resolution within its population.

389-b
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389-c

Identity
establishment

The creation of an authoritative record of identity that may be relied on by
others for subsequent programs, services, and activities.

Identity
maintenance

The process of ensuring that identity information is as accurate, complete,
and up-to-date as is required. Identity Maintenance also includes identity
notification which is the disclosure of identity information triggered by a
change in identity information, (e.g. a vital or a major life event) or an
indication that identity information has been exposed to a risk factor. May be
time-based or event-based.

389-d

390

5.1.2 Credentials

391
392
393
394

Credentials are digital representations that provide information about the attributes or properties
of an entity. Credentials typically contain information beyond what is needed to identify a
unique, individual entity. A credential includes one or more identifiers which may be
pseudonymous, and attributes verified by the credential issuer.

395
396
397
398
399

A credential may be a simple construct that attests to a person’s age or a business’ registration
status in a given province. They may also be more complex constructs that represent university
transcripts, employment histories, or position within an organization. For persons, credentials
help answer questions like “is this person legally permitted to purchase these goods online?” or
“does this person meet the requirements needed to receive these government benefits?”.

400
401
402
403

Credentials are used by service providers and relying parties to have confidence in specific
characteristics of that entity (e.g., age to purchase a financial product) are true. In some use
cases, the existence of the credential and its use may provide a digital footprint or evidence of
liveness that can assist identity proving and risk assessment and mitigation.

404
405
406
407

A credential is not synonymous with a username and password or similar mechanism
used to control access to a managed system. In the PCTF context the username and
password given to a person to access a specific website, for instance, is referred to as an
authenticator.

408
409

Within the PCTF, credential providers are responsible for creating and managing credentials.
They create and provide functions that consist of processes to ensure that:

410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419

•
•
•

credentials are issued (or bound) to the correct subject;
the credential is revoked or suspended as and when required; and
information stored in the credential is current and accurate.

Depending on how the credential is stored and managed, credential providers may also be
responsible for processes to ensure that:
•
•
•

the credential can be disclosed as needed and according to specified conformance
criteria;
relying parties can verify the information contained in a credential;
relying parties can verify credential status (e.g., whether or not the credential has been
revoked or otherwise rendered invalid).
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420

Types of Credentials

421

The PCTF defines two types of credentials, each providing a specific type of information:

421-a

Credential
Type

421-b

Attribute

A credential that provides one or more pieces of information about a single
entity. Examples: A simple credential issued by a province that contains a
single piece of information attesting to the entity’s age. A simple credential
attesting to the entity’s security clearance level. A credential attesting to the
fact that a certain mobile phone number is assigned to the entity’s handset. A
more complex credential that is a university transcript consisting of data that
identifies the courses a student has taken.

421-c

Relationship

A credential that attests to the fact that an entity is connected to, affiliated with,
or otherwise related in some way to a second entity. Example: A credential
issued by a corporate registrar attesting to the fact that a person is an officer of
a corporation or credentials issued by the corporation to its personnel that
prove they are employed by the firm.

Description

A delegation of authority is a particular type of relationship. These credentials
attest to the fact that an entity has delegated certain rights, privileges,
authorities, etc. to a second entity. Example: A simple credential attesting to
the fact that a corporate officer has delegated financial authority to an entity.
422

Processes Typically Performed by Credential Providers

422-a

Process

Description

422-b

Credential
issuance

The process during which a credential is created, assigned to a subject (i.e.,
a person, organization, application, or device), and optionally bound to one
or more authenticators.
Authenticators can be subsequently used to prove that a credential is
referring to the same subject that was originally bound to the credential.

422-c

Identitycredential
binding

The process of associating credentials to an attributed actor.

422-d

Credential
maintenance

The process includes lifecycle activities such as updating credential details.
This process is typically initiated by the subject but may also be initiated by
a system administrator or automatically by the system.

422-e

Credential
suspension

Transitions an issued credential to a suspended credential. This can be
triggered by the subject (e.g. forgotten password) or the system (e.g.,
lockout due to successive failed authentications, inactivity, suspicious
activity, etc.). A suspended credential is prohibited from being passed to a
Relying Party, thereby ensuring that the subject is denied access.
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422-f

Credential
recovery

Transitions a suspended credential back to a usable state (i.e., an issued
credential). The process may be triggered by the subject, system
administrator, or automatically by the system.

422-g

Credential
revocation

Ensures that a credential is permanently disabled or deleted. Once a
credential is revoked, it can no longer be used. The process can be initiated
by the subject, system administrator, or automatically by the system.

422-h

Credential
authentication

Verifies that a subject has control over their issued credential.

423

5.1.3 Authenticators

424
425
426

Authenticators are data used to access managed or protected systems (e.g., a financial
institution’s website). An authenticator may be a simple username-password pair or a more
complex object like an access token or biometric data.

427

In the context of the PCTF Model, the term “authenticator” is not synonymous with “credential”.

428
429
430

Authenticator providers are responsible for creating and managing authenticators. They
perform functions that ensure lifecycle management of the authenticator (including processes
for issuance, suspension, recovery, maintenance, and revocation of authenticators).

431

Processes Typically Performed by Authenticator Providers

431-a

Process

Description

431-b

Authenticator issuance

The process during which an authenticator is created and
assigned/bound to a subject (i.e., a person, organization,
application, or device), and bound to one or more authenticators.

431-c

Identity-authenticator
binding

The process of associating authenticators to an attributed actor.

431-d

Authenticator
maintenance

The process includes lifecycle activities such as removing
authenticators, binding new authenticators, and updating
authenticators (e.g., password change, updating security
questions and answers). This process is typically initiated by the
subject but may also be initiated by a system administrator or
automatically by the system.

431-e

Authenticator suspension Transitions an issued authenticator to a suspended authenticator.
This can be triggered by the subject (e.g., forgotten password) or
the system (e.g., lockout due to successive failed authentications,
inactivity, suspicious activity). A suspended authenticator is
prohibited from being passed to a Relying Party, thereby ensuring
that the subject is denied access.
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431-a

Authenticator recovery

Transitions a suspended authenticator back to a usable state. The
process may be triggered by the subject, system administrator, or
automatically by the system. Examples include:
•
•
•

The subject correctly answers the security questions to
reset a forgotten password
A system administrator releases an authenticator that was
suspended due to inactivity
After 24 hours the system automatically releases an
authenticator that was suspended due to excess failed
authentication attempts

432

5.2 Using Digital Representations

433
434
435

For most people, proving identity, accessing an account, or demonstrating that certain criteria
are met (e.g., residency, age, possession of a permit) is a necessary part of online interactions.
Functions in this category concern the use of digital representations for these purposes.

436
437

The interactions that depend on trusted digital representations are often interactions between a
relying party and a digital representations subject:

438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459

•

•

Relying party – In this context, a relying party is the interaction participant that requires
a digital representation for a valid purpose. Relying parties normally need information to
identify subjects, check certain attributes, or grant access to a protected system. In
many cases, the relying party is a government program, non-profit organization, or
private firm offering services online to the public or a limited set of users. The relying
party may be a business unit within a larger organization. The retail banking unit that
manages an online account opening system for a large financial institution may, for
instance, rely on information issued by an internal identity and security unit to interact
with its customers.
Digital representation subject – The entity represented by and to which data held in a
digital object pertains (e.g., the person whose age can be verified using a credential). In
this context, the digital representation subject is typically a person who wishes to
conduct a transaction, access a system, or interact with a relying party in some other
manner.

Given the diversity of technical, service, and business models that define digital interactions and
how information about participants is incorporated into these interactions, the PCTF accepts
that:
•
•
•

other ecosystem participants may be involved in specific functions related to using digital
representations;
interactions may occur between digital representation subjects directly (i.e., in a peer-topeer interaction without additional parties involved); and
interactions may occur without direct involvement of the digital representation subject
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460
461

The varied nature of these interaction models limits this document to an overview of
fundamental processes involved in using digital representations.

462

5.2.1 Confirmation of a Digital Representation

463

The confirmation processes ensure that:

464
465
466

1. the identity of an entity is known with some degree of certainty; and
2. the information that is part of a digital representation is accurate, valid, or otherwise fit
for purpose.

466-a

Process

Description

466-b

Identity validation

The confirmation of the accuracy of identity information about a
subject as established by an authoritative party. It should be noted
that identity validation does not ensure that the entity is using their
own identity information (this is Identity Verification) – only that the
identity information that the subject is using is accurate when
compared to an authoritative record.

466-c

Identity verification

The confirmation that the identity information being presented
relates to the subject who is making the claim. It should be noted
that Identity Verification is a separate process from Identity
Validation and may employ different methods and use personal
information that is not related to identity.
Different methods may be used (separately or in combination)
such as:
•
•
•
•

Knowledge-based confirmation
Biological or behavioural confirmation
Trusted referee confirmation
Physical possession confirmation

466-d

Credential/authenticator
authentication

This process establishes a level of confidence that an entity has
control over a credential or authenticator issued to that entity.

466-e

Identity linking

The process of ensuring that the right subject is properly
associated across different service delivery contexts. This process
is dependent on authority and privacy constraints and may result
in the association of an identity with a service assigned identifier,
and/or, the mapping of multiple service assigned identifiers
associated with an identity.

466-f

Identity presentation

The dynamic confirmation that a subject has a continuous
existence over time (i.e., “genuine presence”). This can be used to
ensure that there is no malicious or fraudulent activity (past or
present) and to address identity spoofing concerns.
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467

5.2.2 Consent for Digital Representation Use

468
469
470

These processes ensure that digital representation subjects understand which information in a
digital representation is being used, for what purpose – and that they give their permission for its
use where applicable.

470-a

Process

Description

470-b

Formulate
notice

Produces a statement that describes what personal information is being
collected; with which parties the personal information is being shared; for what
purposes the personal information is being collected, used, or disclosed; how the
personal information will be handled and/or protected; the time period for which
the statement will be applicable; and under whose Jurisdiction/Authority the
statement is applicable. This statement is presented to the subject (i.e., the
natural person to whom the personal information in question pertains) in the form
of a notice statement.

470-c

Request
Consent

Presents the notice statement to the subject and providing a capability for the
subject to provide consent or decline consent based on the contents of the
notice statement, resulting in a consent decision.

470-d

Record
Consent

Persists the notice statement and the subject’s consent decision, to storage. In
addition, information about the subject, the version of the notice statement that
was presented, the date and time that the notice statement was presented, and,
if applicable, the expiration date for the consent decision may be stored. Once
the consent information has been stored, a notification on the consent decision
made is issued to the relevant parties to the consent decision.

470-e

Manage
consent

The Manage Consent process manages the lifecycle of consent decisions and
consists of two sub-processes:
1. Review: The process to review consent involves making the details of a
stored consent decision visible to the subject or to a reviewer.
2. Update: Updating a consent decision involves the subject establishing a
revised consent decision from a previously stored consent decision. This
could include the subject revoking the consent. This process results in an
updated consent decision (which will require persisting via the Record
Consent process).

471

5.3 Enabling Digital Identity Systems

472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479

The goal of the PCTF is to enable and support a Canadian digital identity ecosystem.
Interoperation and collaboration combined with a responsible governance process among
participants in a secure and privacy-enhancing environment is at the heart of such an
ecosystem. To successfully meet this goal, the PCTF defines requirements and guidelines that
establish a level of trustworthiness for processes carried out within the ecosystem. These
processes are delivered over a combination of public, private, trusted and untrusted shared
infrastructure: the devices, networks, software, and facilities that allow participants to develop,
deploy, manage, and support the services they provide to their clients and the public.
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480
481
482
483

The objective of the PCTF with respect to this infrastructure is to ensure the trust created at the
function and process level is also present in the infrastructure that enables the digital identity
ecosystem. This helps ensure that the infrastructure supports the delivery of trusted services
and addresses challenges common to all participants.

484
485
486

To this end, the PCTF defines guidelines and standards for processes that infrastructure
providers deliver to other participants. These processes, which fall into technical and
operational infrastructure, include:

487
488
489
490

•
•
•
•

physical and system security;
data confidentiality, integrity and availability;
incident reporting; and
record keeping

491

5.3.1 Technical Infrastructure

492

These processes ensure the security and integrity of enabling infrastructure components.

492-a

Process

Description

492-b

Security

IT security practices designed to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of supporting infrastructure.

492-c

Data
management

Processes and policies for the lifecycle management of digital representation
data, including oversight of data collection, validation, storage, and
accessibility on an on-going basis.

492-d

Audit and
logging

Processes to establish and maintain a chronological record or records that
provide evidence of events and activities of events (system, transaction, or
otherwise) related to supported functions.

493-e

Technical
standards

PCTF reference to relevant industry standards in support of specified
functions.

493

5.3.2 Operations Infrastructure

494
495

These processes ensure that there are well-defined operational principles and practices for the
digital identity ecosystem.

495-a

Process

Description

495-b

Risk management

Processes for the identification of direct or indirect risks to supported
functions and related efforts to reduce or eliminate the likelihood of these
risks occurring.

495-c

Records
management

Processes that support typical record-keeping activities for supported
functions. This includes classification, retention schedules, preservation,
and disposition.
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495-d

Incident and
dispute
management

Processes to identify, assess, and respond to events that adversely
affect supported functions and (in the case of disputes) ecosystem
participants – including efforts to reduce or eliminate the likelihood of the
incident recurring.

496

6. Glossary of Terms

497
498

Terminology may vary depending on the context or sector where a term is used. The following
list defines the key terms used in the context of this PCTF Model document.

499
500

Authenticator – The methods entities within the ecosystem use to access restricted or
protected systems (e.g., a financial institution’s website).

501

Credential – Information describing the attributes or properties of an entity.

502
503
504

Digital Representation – An electronic dataset that refers to any type of entity that can be
subject to legislation, policy, or regulations within a context, and which may have certain rights,
duties, and obligations.

505
506
507

Entity – Something that has separate and distinct existence and that can be subject to
legislation, policy, or regulations within a context, and which may have certain rights, duties, and
obligations.

508

Identity – Information about an entity that uniquely describes the entity within a given context.

509
510

Role – A set of functions and obligations that are assigned to a particular defined position within
the context of the trust framework, such as “identity provider” or “relying party.”

511

Subject – An entity to which a digital representation in an identity management system pertains.

512

User – A person accessing digital services or digital resources.
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